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Prepare for the Future;
Headwinds Ahead

A

number of trends point to headwinds that will impact
the economy and the architectural woodwork industry
in 2019, NewsBriefs learned from Connor Lokar, program economist at ITR Electronics™. He will deliver
the Closing Keynote address at the 66th AWI Annual Convention,
October 3-5, in Naples, Florida.
“The proprietary ITR Leading
Indicator and the ITR Consumer
Leading Indicator are both trending downward,” Connor said, “but
the effects on the economy will not
be the Great Recession 2.0. Rather,
the impact will be more like a speed
bump — tougher than the last two
to three years and certainly a departure from the robust growth of the
last 18 months.”
Looking at 2019, “The data points
of leading indicators are becoming more visible and worrisome
as they come into focus.” Connor
noted. Combined with talk of protectionism and trade wars, a number of
— Connor Lokar
structural problems in the economy
are compounding the situation and challenging forecasters. However,
there are some clear trends and positive developments among the
cautionary comments Connor will share at the convention.

The future
could be an
opportunistic
time.

Market Trends
The National Association of Home Builders Housing Market Index,
which maps that industry, is turning downward, and housing construction is expected to decline modestly in 2019, as it faces definitive
headwinds, according to Connor.
“Be a bit wary of the housing market, which is affected by rising
costs, higher interest rates and pressures facing consumers. Luxury

Culture Counts!
Its Impact on Hiring &
Retaining Talent
NewsBriefs spoke with one of the four Discovery
Panel participants who will share insights on the
topic, “Potential to Profits: Unique Approaches
to Hiring & Retaining Talent,” scheduled for
the 2018 AWI Annual Convention, October 3-5
in Naples, Florida.
With many architectural woodworker business owners nearing retirement age, succession
planning is increasingly important to assure
their legacy. And, with new generations of workers, it behooves woodworkers to build a lasting
legacy from the ground up. That’s no easy task,
given the challenges of attracting and retaining
employees in today’s economic environment.
During Discovery Panel I, you’ll hear the presenters discuss their unique paths and culture
continued on page 2
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Coming Next Month
• Convention Education
• CODBS Results
• Skills USA
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ConsensusDocs : ENDORSED BY AWI
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CONVENTION WATCH
Culture Counts!... (cont. from page 1)
2018

created to tackle the never ending challenges of
66 Annual
CONVENTION
labor needs. They will share new resources and
October 3-5
approaches for building a culture that attracts and NAPLES, FL
retains quality employees.
Phil Cohen, president of Cohen Architectural
Woodworking, and HR Manager Alan Redburn recently
shared the philosophy and practices that not only provide
a skilled workforce to fulfill client projects but also envelop
those workers in a caring community environment. Cohen
Architectural Woodworking is a faith-based company, although
it does not impose its religious beliefs on its employees.
TH

Phil told NewsBriefs that “our firm’s culture
is getting so much publicity, we average
around a visitor a week! We care about our people.
If our employees go home satisfied, it
contributes to a great home life, and they look forward
to coming back to work.”
Employee Characteristics
“We look for people with good character, a strong work
ethic, and eye-hand coordination, regardless of where they
came from,” Phil explained.
“We start with a two-day working interview,” Alan added.
“That helps us and the candidate decide if we’re a good fit.
If we think we’re a good fit, we invite them in for our 90-day
trial period.”

Orientation/Training
Employee Hiring
Within the first couple of weeks, potential employees attend
The company, located in rural Missouri, incentivizes its
a half-day orientation scripted by Phil who explains his life
employees to invite friends and family members to apply
starting in the streets, and why he is in business to help
for work.
people change their lives. The
“While we have searched for new
new employee must decide if he/she
hires via Facebook and other social
OUR FIRM’S CULTURE IS
wants to be part of the story.
media, and we do some local advertisThe candidate works from the
ing, our most successful method of
GETTING SO MUCH PUBLICground up in each department,
attracting new employees is from referITY, WE AVERAGE AROUND
where a trainer is assigned to guide
rals,” Alan said.
and care for the employee. After a
“A lot of people come to us because
A VISITOR A WEEK!
month, new employees come togeththey are broken – from prison, from
er to complete a form explaining why
drug addiction, with limited education
they want to work at Cohen, what’s
and job prospects, or they’re burnedOctober 4, 2018
expected from them, and what they
Discovery Panel 1
out from a stressful corporate job,”
envision for their future.
Potential
to
Profits:
Unique
Approaches
to
Phil added.
Hiring & Retaining Talent
“Throughout the probationary
Company Culture
period,
we evaluate our employPanelists:
The company offers an alternative, a
ees
on
our
“Five Cs: Character,
Ethan Adams, Adams Group
“sanctuary” and above all a nurturing
Competence,
Culture, Correction,
Andrew Campbell, Eastern Millwork
community. (Phil and his family spent
and Commitment. We also harvest
Phil Cohen, Cohen Architectural Woodworking
twenty-six years in the Mennonite
Samantha Parenti, Parenti & Raffaelli Ltd.
information by asking employees to
faith, which strongly emphasizes
rate themselves and each other,
Registration is open at www.awinet.org!
community.)

2018 AWI Sponsors

Founding Sponsor

Sustaining Sponsors

Level 1 Sponsors

Level 2 Sponsor

AWI thanks these annual sponsors for their additional
support of AWI which helps to fund the association’s
programs, publications and other services for members. AWI Manufacturing Members are encouraged to
connect with these suppliers anytime at www.awinet.
org whenever a need arises for their services.
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CONVENTION WATCH

1-10, against our brand promise: Fine Craftsmanship.
Excellent Relationships. On-Time Delivery. We ask them,
‘If not a “10”, please tell us why?’ The employees feel heard
and the answers help us continually improve our operation,”
Phil said.
After a year, if employees show commitment and
willingness to become long-term assets to the company,
they’re eligible for promotions and salary increases.” The
company offers a variety of incentives to employees, such
as $1,000 cash toward building a house, and paid summer
intern programs.
LEARN MORE
Learn about Cohen Architectural Woodworking’s other incentives, benefits, and practices on October 4 at the Naples
Grande Beach Resort in Florida, when Phil and three other
panelists offer insights into their culture and practices that
enable them to successfully attract and retain employees. z
Phil Cohen, founder and CEO of Cohen
Architectural Woodworking, LLC, launched the
firm in 1982. Phil’s humble beginnings working
with wood in 1975 in a neighbor’s barn evolved
into a thriving business operating in a 54,000
sq. ft. plant headquartered in St. James, MO.
Phil was named a top businessman in 2017
along with Jeff Bezos of Amazon and others.
The company employs seven of Phil and wife
Gina’s 13 children among the 75 personnel who
craft custom millwork components and casework for the healthcare, education, retail, travel and hotel markets.
www.cohenwoodworking.com
Alan Redburn, Director - Human Resources
& Leadership Development, has been with
the company for 15 months. He comes from a
corporate background in retail management,
having started his career with The Kroger
Company, spending 12 years in management
with Sam’s Club, and 4 years with Hobby Lobby
in setting up new stores and store management. Alan not only works with recruitment and
hiring, but also leadership development, inventory management and purchasing.

For AWI Education
Foundation

In

2018, the 66th Annual Convention
extends to Saturday, October 6 with a
5K Walk or Run for charity — the AWI
Education Foundation! It’s a great way to
start another glorious day with friends on the Paradise Coast.
Support a great cause before heading home. Enjoy a beautiful Florida morning run or walk with the whole family. All
proceeds will go to the AWI Education Foundation scholarship fund to support students joining our industry.
This year, AWI awarded nine students with scholarships
totaling $24,000 in scholastic financial aid to assist in the
education and training of our woodwork industry’s successor
generation.z

Level 4 Sponsors

)

)

Level 3 Sponsors

WALK, RUN, HAVE FUN
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CONVENTION WATCH
Prepare for the Future... (cont. from page 1)

housing is sometimes immune, but it
can be more subject to adverse stock
market dips.”
The commercial and institutional
markets, including education and
healthcare, are expected to be healthy
in 2018 and should ramp up in the
first half of 2019, which looks pretty
good, according to Connor. The office
market is forecast to be strong next
year, “but will start to bend later and in
2020 be a bit more worrisome,” he said.
Caution Ahead
Connor cautioned woodworkers not
to overreact. “Stay lean in 2019 and
watch receivables. Conditions are not
expected to be as extreme as in other
industries. With Millennials not filtering into the construction industry,
don’t cut back from a staffing standpoint. Conditions in 2019 won’t create
labor slack. Hold onto existing labor to
ensure you have an adequate headcount
in 2020.”
“Overall, business to business spending in the first part of 2018 has been
disappointing, if you were expecting a
surge following the tax reform package.”
The effects of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
that went into effect in 2018 are more
likely further down the line.

ITR Leading Indicator vs.
US Industrial Production

The downward movement on the far right in
the orange line is depicting downside risk for
the US economy.

Resort in Florida. Be prepared for
what’s to come. z
Connor Lokar is a Program Economist at ITR
Economics. He provides economic consulting services for businesses, trade associations, and Fortune 500 companies across a
spectrum of industries. His economic insight
and forecasting experience play a key role
in ITR Economics’ 94.7% forecast accuracy.
Connor has been working side-by-side with
our President, Alan Beaulieu, at various events
from large association meetings to smaller
business settings. Connor specializes in the
Construction Industry from his close work
with ITR’s long-standing client, HARDI, as well
as his work on its monthly publication, the ITR
Trends Report.
www.itreconomics.com

Source: ITR Economics

“Trade is THE most important
issue and one that will move the
needle more than tax reform. With
new tariffs increasingly announced
by the Trump Administration, exotic
wood — apart from soft lumber — could
get caught up in potential trade wars.
Despite a strengthened U.S. dollar that
may soften the blow for importers, economic volatility could get worse.
To hear Connor’s comprehensive update about what to expect in
2019, plan to attend the 2018 AWI
Convention at the Naples Grande Beach

Friday, October 5, 2018
Closing Keynote
What the Future Holds
Presenter: Connor Lokar,
ITR Economics™
Engage with ITR Economics
2018
as they share their economic
66 Annual
outlook and the impact on our CONVENTION
October 3-5
industry. Armed with this valu- NAPLES, FL
able information, you will be
better equipped to navigate the
times ahead. Don’t miss this always
highly rated session!
TH

Registration is open at
www.awinet.org.

Networking & Learning Immersion At 66th AWI Annual

W

hether attending education sessions, participating in Team
Building activities, enjoying
awards luncheons and planned
social gatherings, or gathering at
the AWI Product Fair during the 66th AWI Annual
Convention, October 3-5, AWI members will have
ample opportunities for networking.
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JUST FOR SPOUSES…PURE LUXURY

AWI

is planning two special events to pamper
spouses, offering them some of the best
experiences for which Naples, Florida —
the 2018 AWI Annual Convention site — is widely known.
Revitalizing Spa Experience
Thursday, October 4

The Spa is the heart and soul of the Naples Grande Beach
Resort experience. A one-of-a-kind sanctuary at the luxury
resort is dedicated to refreshing the mind and revitalizing the body in a uplifting, inspiringly beautiful setting.
The spa features 12 spacious treatment rooms, a Serene
Meditation Lounge, hair and nail spa, and other peaceful
and serene amenities.
Spouses will be able to choose one (1) of the following services: Chair Massage, Hydrating Facial, Express
Manicure, Express Pedicure, or Stretching sessions. For
those who do not wish to select any of the previous services, a 45-minute Hatha Yoga Class will be available.

All participants will enjoy snacks, cheese, fruit and
champagne, as well as refreshments from Pure Inventions
Healthy Beverage (a selection of Green Tea, Coconut and
Cranberry+Elderberry flavors). Plus, take advantage of a
20% discount off spa retail purchases and access to the
sundeck area, sauna, steam room and whirlpool.
Trolley Tour for Shopping & Lunch
Friday, October 5

Learn about the rich history of the Paradise Coast as you
travel by trolley to downtown Naples for shopping and
lunch. At your destination, explore the beautiful clothing
boutiques, art galleries and antique shops. You won’t be
disappointed in the quantity and quality of the shopping.
Lunch is scheduled at D’Amico’s, located in the hottest
dining district in Old Naples. D’Amico & Sons is an Italian restaurant offering a mouthwatering selection of flavorful entrees.
Plan to register early for these events which are covered
by the spouse registration fee. Registration is open at
www.awinet.org. z

Convention in Naples, FL
Learning takes place not only by listening to expert presenters
during the diverse education sessions but also by chatting with AWI
member attendees who share their expertise and experiences. AWI
conventions are like immersion experiences about the business
of woodworking.
There is plenty of time for formal and informal learning
apart from time that is just plain fun. Don’t miss the 2018 AWI
Convention at the luxurious Naples Grande Beach Resort on
Florida’s Paradise Coast. Registration is open at www.awinet.org. z
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LEARNING FORUM

Turned on by Education:
HOW ABOUT YOU? What impressed Matt?

The diverse experienc-

AWI Education Outreach seminars are attracting the next generation of woodworker/ es and insights of all
businesspersons. What do they think?
the presenters and the
To learn one seminar attendee’s views,
NewsBriefs spoke this month with Matthew
contrasting and unique
Madigan of Madigan Millworks in Unionville,
ways each ran their
CT, who participated in two seminars earlier this year — Advanced Estimating, April
businesses.
12-13, in Elk Grove Village, IL, and Project
Management, May 10-11, in Providence, RI.
Matt signed up for both seminars because he wears many hats as second in
command at the family-owned business founded in 1979. He said he had been
reading about the education programs for a while. “I was interested in learning and
networking,” Matt said.
What impressed Matt most about both seminars was the “diverse experiences
and insights of all the presenters and the contrasting and unique ways each ran
their businesses. It is very interesting that there is no single way to perform the
relevant tasks,” he said. While doing group exercises, attendees also brought to the
table different practices within their companies.
During the “Data Loop” module of the Advanced Estimating Seminar, presenters emphasized the value of using the information collected. “We all know
it is very important to put lessons learned into practice, but in the rush of multitasking, the data is sometimes filed away,” Matt said. “The Advanced Estimating
Seminar was broad in scope – reinforcing the fact that there is NO ONE way to
execute the tasks. How you realize the goal is up to you.”
The group exercises reaffirmed that the practices of others may or may not
work in your shop, according to Matt. He enjoyed the networking and commended the local attendees in Chicago for their hospitality.
Matt said, “Project Management was also concept-based, placing the responsibility on participants to take and develop the ideas on their own. The seminar was
not regimented and it forced people to come up with answers themselves.” He was
grateful that “AWI is pushing the idea of technology and software. They don’t want
to see members left in the dust. We are seeing technological
improvements all the time and that is very powerful.” z
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Matthew Madigan began working at the family-owned business
Madigan Millworks when he was 15 years old. Today, he is company Vice
President, and includes among his responsibilities, project management
and estimating. The 17 employees at the 16,000 sq. ft. facility produce
and install architectural millwork, casework, countertops, paneling, and
running trim. Madigan Millworks’ clients include healthcare facilities
and educational institutions in Connecticut and western Massachusetts.
Madigan Millwork has been an AWI Manufacturing since 2016, and is a
QCP Licensee. www.madiganmillworks.com

AWI & QCP Out in
Force at IWF

W

hile you’re attending the International
Woodworking Fair, August
22-25 in Atlanta, stop at the
AWI / QCP Booth # BC18
to explore what’s new. The Architectural
Woodwork Institute will have updates
about the next generation of AWI Standards
and the Quality Certification Program will
describe its new Virtual Inspection service
as well as its outreach initiatives.
Education Session
AWI will host an education session,
“Mentor Your Next Hire - Make Yourself
Attractive,” on Wednesday, August 22 from
9:00 am - 10:30 am. The program is part of
the IWF Business Management Track, code
BMG31. AWI Education Director Doug
Hague will deliver the session.
Many talks preach the importance of
reaching the next generation and the skills
gap. This session plans to address these
needs with action items that can be implemented within your facility and provide the
encouragement to get started. Discussion
will include local and national opportunities. This conversation will provide perspective from both the employers’ point of
view as well as understanding the viewpoint of the mentee. Much like the major
leagues, some of your best talent is home
grown but there must be a process and
training involved.
Register for the IWF and the education
sessions at www.iwfatlanta.com. The 2016
show attracted 27,260 attendees and
1,079 exhibitors. z
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CONVENTION WATCH
The Museum of the Everglades in
Everglades City provides historical
views of the gulf Coast Everglades
region from the time of habitation by
early Native Americans, construction
of the historic Tamiami Trail highway
and more.

AWI NEWS
MANUFACTURERS

Photo courtesy of Naples Marco Island
Everglades CVB

3K, LLC
Lawton, IA
Advanced Trim and Kitchens
Kinzers, PA
American Wood Design, Inc.
Chester, PA
Barbosa Cabinets, Inc.
Tracy, CA
East Bay Fixture Company
Oakland, CA
Integrity Architectural
Millwork
Nashville, TN

Lowdermilk Park is a popular
spot for Naples beachgoers.

Interiors International FZCO
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Children of all abilities are encouraged to climb the Tree House in
the Children’s Garden at Naples
Botanical Garden.

Mega Vision, Inc.
Brooklyn, NY
Riax Contractors Corporation
San Juan, PR
S&G Manufacturing
Group, LLC
Hilliard, OH
The Eagle Group, Inc.
Clayton, DE

SUPPLIER
Trace Works, LLC
Royal Oak, MI
Note: These new members
joined AWI in May 2018. z

Photo courtesy of JoNell Modys /
Naples Marco Island Everglades CVB

Photo courtesy of Naples Botanical Garden

AWIEF RECEIVES
THANKS!
Student Nate Gendron (left) receives
a scholarship check from the AWI
Education Foundation presented by Greg
Larson, Director of the New England
School of Architectural Woodworking in
Easthampton, MA. Nate was one of nine
students awarded scholarships by the
AWIEF last month. z
Photo courtesy of New England School of
Architectural Woodworking
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WCA WORKFORCE

Contestants Wanted for WCA Bandsaw Skills
Woodworkers attending the International
Woodworking Fair in Atlanta, can
compete for prizes and bragging rights
by entering the WCA Bandsaw Skills Challenge. The
competition will be held all four days of the show, August
22-25, at the Woodwork Career Alliance of North
America’s booth #4154.
Bandsaw Skills Challenge
Through special arrangement with Mimbus, contestants
will put their bandsaw skills to the test by operating
the Wood-Ed Table, a virtual reality training system.
Mimbus Inc. of Chicago, IL, created the Wood-Ed
Table as a training tool to teach students and novices
how to operate basic woodworking machinery in a safe,
dust-free environment. In addition to the bandsaw, the
Wood-Ed Table features three other woodworking machinery simulation modules: a ripsaw, jointer, and shaper.
“The Bandsaw Skills Challenge will be a great way to
attract woodworkers into our booth and spark conversations about the WCA’s Woodworking Skill Standards
and credential Passport program,” said Scott Nelson,
president of the WCA. “It will be fun to watch contestants
operate a virtual reality bandsaw that functions much
like the real thing but without the sawdust.”
The WCA Bandsaw Skills Challenge will be held
continuously at the WCA’s booth. Participants will don a
virtual reality headset and complete a brief bandsaw
exercise on the Wood-Ed Table. The Vulcan software
that operates the Wood-Ed Table will score each
contestant on cutting regularity, hand positioning, time
management and more. A leader board will highlight the
competition’s high scores.
No registration is necessary. Participation is based on a
first-come first-served basis.

The WCA will present, “Growing Your Skilled
Workforce,” 10:30 am to noon Wednesday, August 22.
The seminar will pair Nelson with Kent Gilchrist, director of operations and design for Purposeful Designs of
Indianapolis, IN. The presenters will discuss how to
use the WCA Woodworking Skill Standards and training resources to train new hires and develop the skills
of current employees. Learn more and register at www.
iwfatlanta.com.z
The Woodwork Career Alliance of North America was founded
in 2007 as a 501C(3) non-profit corporation and is governed by a
volunteer board of directors. The WCA’s mission is to develop and
administer a unified set of Skill Standards for the wood products
industry. Since 2011, WCA has developed observable and measurable performance standards and assessments for more than 240
woodworking machine operations. In addition, WCA has issued
more than 1,600 Passports, a portable, personal permanent record
documenting each holder’s record of achievements as a woodworking professional. More than 100 high schools and post-secondary schools throughout North America are WCA EDUcation®
members. To learn more about the WCA
and how to get involved with its programs, including sponsorship opportunities,
visit www.WoodworkCareer.org.

Workforce Development Seminar
The WCA also will showcase its woodworking Skill
Standards and programs through its participation in
IWF’s educational conference.
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